Provide the Best Jewelry Coverage From Jewelers Mutual

For many clients, an engagement ring is the most valuable item they own (aside from the home or car) yet very often, it is not insured. This is unnerving when considering all the dangers a ring is exposed to and the loss stories associated with them. It's not always a happy ending when a ring is lost, stolen or damaged.

**Ask your clients about their jewelry.** With a specialty insurer, they will get the best jewelry insurance coverage to protect their investment.

**Why specialty jewelry insurance?**
Two words: Jewelry. Expertise.

If the worst does happen and you clients need to submit a claim, it's important they're taken care of by experts who understand jewelry. After all, not all insurance claims professionals will know the difference between a princess or emerald cut diamond like an expert jewelry insurer would.

**Big "I" Markets** offers agents access to Jewelers Mutual Insurance Group - a company that been insuring jewelry and only jewelry for 105 years. Their specialty jewelry insurance is a standalone policy. It's not connected to any previous coverage they already have so it reduces the stress on homeowners carriers.

**What's covered?** All types of jewelry - engagement rings, watches, earrings, even loose stones being set - are protected by comprehensive repair or replacement coverage that goes beyond typical homeowners or renters insurance. It protects against common perils associated with jewelry loss - like mysterious disappearance, and includes worldwide travel.

If something happens to your clients' jewelry, they have the flexibility to work with a trusted jeweler of their choice to repair or replace their piece with the same kind and quality as before.

**Retain your clients.** Offer a quote for worry-free jewelry coverage at jewelry.bigimarkets.com..

For more information about Jewelers Mutual, visit Jewelry Insurance on the Big "I" Markets product listing. Coverage is available to Big "I" agents in all states.